This book, written by a leading researcher in the field, describes the science of bird migration in an accessible way. Not merely describing the incredible stamina and navigation skills of birds in their seasonal movements, Berthold also discusses recent ideas, hypotheses, experimental results, and methods in this fascination field, giving a sense of how we know. No other book covers this ground in such a concise text. There are twelve chapters, including information on types of migration, migratory behaviour, physiological adaptations, orientation mechanisms and navigation, and conservation needs of migrants. For birdwatchers and naturalists, as well as professional ornithologists, this book will inspire a new appreciation and understanding of migrating birds.
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Prosecutor Luna Cruz hates being a lawyer. She's stuck back home in the slightly supernatural realm of Crater County, where senior proms are held at the local truckstop and...


This book proposes a policy context upon which to build a framework for programs and services for the aging. The approach is grounded in principles which view public policy as.
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